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Market Overview Market range traded within narrow range on Tue, HSI gained 64pts to 
28,619 with HKD65b turnover. Market may retreat today as US-China 
trade talk is progressing slower than expected. Trump may levy additional 
tariffs on Chinese imports.   

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

China Property 
The NDRC announced that the foreign debts issued by developers would only be allowed to replace 
medium-and long-term foreign debts due within the next year. This is another measure to rein in the 
financing of developers in addition to the tightening of corporate bonds issuance, trust financing and 
bank loans. Thus the policy attitude is no longer controversial as all financing channels for developers 
have been regulated.  
 
China Gas Sector  
China’s gas consumption was up 8.5% YoY to 22.16bcm in Jun, compared with 8.1% growth in May. The 
national demand comprised 5.98bcm or 27% from city gas distribution, with much incremental demand 
from residential and public service sectors driven by coal-to-gas conversions. Most HK-listed Chinese 
downstream gas distributors should have retail gas sales volume growth at mid-teen percentages in June. 
We like China Gas (384 HK) for high profit growth driven by more connection fees from rural coal-to-gas 
conversion.   

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Chow Tai Fook (1929 HK)  
For 2Q19, HK & Macau SSS growth declined 11% YoY and sales volume dropped 14%, percentage of 
mainland customers also fell to 44% from 48%.  
 
China Aoyuan (3883 HK) 
In 1H19, Aoyuan achieved 33% sales growth, which is faster than sector average, and completed 47% 2019 
sales target. Under current sales growth, Aoyuan is very likely to complete its sales target and become 
another RMB100b sales player in 2019.  
 
CIFI Holdings (884 HK) 
Announced 1H19 contracted sales growth of 34% YoY and it is expected that it will report ~10% core 
earnings increase in 1H19. Brokerages are revising up earnings in the range of 2-4%.  
 
Sino Biopharm (1177 HK)  
Company agreed to form a JV with Akeso Biopharma to develop PD-1 mAb and pursue subsequent 
registration/commercialization. This could fill company’s void of late-stage PD-1 candidates and facilitate 
combo therapies. 
 
Giordano (709 HK)  
Company issued profit warning, management expects net profit to drop 38% YoY for 1H19 due to weaker 
sales and change in accounting standard.  
 
Asia Cement (743 HK)  
Company issued positive profit alert, expects 1H19 net profit to surge 50%-60% YoY attributable to ASP 



increase and margin expansion.   
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